Abstract

Anterior shoulder dislocation in the elderly patient is an injury that is often neglected. Because people are retiring early and living longer than previous generations, the demands for good function remain high despite an increased age. We report on the case of a 66 year-old male patient who had sustained a right anterior shoulder dislocation, greater tuberosity fracture and brachial plexus traction injury. An aggressive approach was followed which led to a satisfactory outcome. We also review opinions expressed in literature on the management of injuries associated with shoulder dislocation in the elderly.

Introduction

Shoulder dislocation in the older patient can be a severely disabling injury. Anterior shoulder dislocation in the younger patient has long been in the spotlight due to its high recurrence rate with subsequent long-term complications. The notion that shoulder dislocation in the elderly occurs less frequently than in younger patients is incorrect. Rowe et al.\textsuperscript{1} showed that the incidence of initial shoulder dislocations before and after 45 years is approximately equal. The recurrence rate is, however, higher in younger patients than older patients.\textsuperscript{2}

Due to the advances in medical science during the past few decades, older patients live longer and therefore demand more from their joints than the elderly of previous generations.

The types of problems that arise in the older patient who sustains a shoulder dislocation can be significant, and they are prevalent in the older population. Some of these complications can include rotator cuff injury, brachial plexus injury and axillary artery injury, many of which arise due to changes in the physical properties of the tissue that come with age. Rotator cuff tears, especially, can be attributed to these changes. These injuries can lead to severe pain and decreased function.

The management of associated injuries in elderly patients who have dislocated a shoulder is somewhat controversial. Recommendations vary from predominantly conservative treatment to the more aggressive surgical protocols.\textsuperscript{3,4}
Case report

A 66 year-old male patient presented to Centre Hospitalier Privé, St Gregoire during May 2004 with the history that he had fallen and had sustained a right shoulder injury. After further questioning, it emerged that he had fallen 21 days prior to his admittance. He attended a local hospital where the diagnosis of anterior shoulder dislocation was made (Radiograph 1). The shoulder was reduced by closed reduction and subsequent control radiographs confirmed a successful reduction (Radiograph 2). The control radiograph also showed a minimally displaced greater tuberosity fracture. The patient was discharged and informed to follow up at the physiotherapist.
Shortly afterwards, the patient consulted his general practitioner as he was not satisfied with the progress of his recovery. The general practitioner referred the patient to our institution.

The patient presented with the arm immobilised in a sling and complaining of constant pain at rest and severe impairment of the active function of the right shoulder. The patient was in good health and had no other chronic conditions or previous problems with his shoulder.

On clinical examination, it was found that no active motion in the shoulder was possible. The deltoid muscle, when compared to that of the left shoulder, showed signs of atrophy. A full range of passive motion was obtainable. Neurological examination was difficult as no active movements were possible. Anterior-posterior, scapular-lateral and axillary views were obtained, which showed a reduced shoulder joint but a greater tuberosity fracture that had displaced since the initial radiographs (Radiograph 3). No other fractures were noted. A CT scan, performed by the initial hospital, confirmed the greater tuberosity fracture (CT scan 1).

Electromyography was also performed and indicated C5, C6, C7 lesions. They were described as “severe” in the report.

Surgery was performed at 24 days after the initial injury. During the procedure, the greater tuberosity was fixated by two screws and a degenerative rotator cuff was noted.

The arm was immobilised postoperatively with an abduction sling for five weeks. Intensive physiotherapy commenced thereafter. The patient was seen twice weekly by the same therapist. Passive motion was first obtained with the help of massaging, ultrasound, water pool exercises and a home programme. Active motion was increased as rehabilitation progressed.

At the 14-week follow-up, 90 degrees active forward flexion was achieved. Radiographs were also repeated at 18 months, which showed good union of the greater tuberosity (Radiograph 4).

The patient was again evaluated clinically for the purpose of this study. Three-and-a-half years after the injury, the patient complained only of general upper-limb pain related to changes in the weather. He stated that he could perform all his normal duties at home and did not feel limited in the activities of daily living.

On examination, we found that the patient could master the full range of passive motion. Active forward flexion of 150 degrees was obtained and active abduction of 132 degrees (Pictures 1, 2, 3). A Jobe test was performed and found to be negative. Active abduction with external rotation was also possible by placing the hand on the head. A Constant score was calculated and returned a result of 83/100.

Discussion

Anterior shoulder dislocation in the elderly patient is more common than is generally believed. Gumina et al5 showed in their series of 545 patients (of all ages) with shoulder dislocations that 20 per cent of these occurred in patients older than 60 years of age.

A host of associated injuries can occur with shoulder dislocations in the elderly. As seen in the case report, these injuries can be severe and often go undiagnosed for a period of time. It is therefore important to be familiar with associated injuries so that examinations and investigations can be directed towards diagnosing these.

Rotator cuff injury

Stevens6 and later Codman7 were the first authors to describe the association between rotator cuff tears and shoulder dislocations in older patients. The weaker posterior structures, which include the rotator cuff and greater tuberosity complex, seem to be the reason for this association. The anterior capsuloligamentous complex usually remains intact.

The incidence of rotator-cuff tear after acute dislocation in patients older than 40 ranges from 40% to 85%.8,9 In a recent non-randomised, prospective study by Simank,4 the authors showed an incidence of 54% in patients older than 40 years, which increased to 100% in patients over 70 years of age.

The supraspinatus tendon is most commonly affected in shoulder dislocations in the elderly.10 In their study, the Neviasers11 found a 100% incidence of subscapularis muscle and anterior capsule rupture when recurrent shoulder dislocation occurred in the elderly.
The debate remains, though, whether the rotator-cuff tear in many of these patients is entirely due to the dislocation or not. In fact, many patients have underlying partial tears that were present before the dislocation (and caused no symptoms). Berbig et al\textsuperscript{12} postulate that the acute cuff tears that occur after traumatic shoulder dislocation can be an acute manifestation that is superimposed on a previous chronic rotator-cuff lesion. They bring into question the assumption that the lesion is always the direct consequence of the dislocation.

Literature suggests a “wait and see” approach to these patients. Close clinical follow-up in the period shortly after the initial reduction is suggested so that if the clinical picture does not improve, surgical repair can be performed. Stayner\textsuperscript{13} concluded that significant pain or weakness in the shoulder at 2 to 4 weeks after glenohumeral dislocation is an important reason for an imaging investigation. Penvy\textsuperscript{9} also suggests a protocol in which the shoulder is immobilised for 7 to 10 days and if the shoulder remains painful and weak, a MRI scan should be requested. Our case report supports the importance of such close follow-up as our patient had experienced severe pain and distress in the period following the initial treatment. We feel that age and level of activity should also play a role in determining whether surgical repair is required. Surgery should entail complete and rigid repair of the rotator-cuff tendon to its anatomical footprint.

Literature has shown that functional outcomes are improved in patients whose rotator cuffs were repaired before 3 weeks and that better pain relief was obtained if operated before 3 months.\textsuperscript{12} Even if the rotator cuff is repaired, Simank\textsuperscript{4} showed that these injuries still had a negative effect on the result of overall treatment compared to cases where the patient had no tear.

**Brachial plexus injury**

Very few cases of brachial plexus injury occurring together with a shoulder dislocation and rotator-cuff tear have been reported. Most brachial plexus injuries due to shoulder dislocation are postganglionic, infracavicular lesions that are in continuity and are caused by stretching.\textsuperscript{13} Identifying the extent of these injuries is important for prognostic reasons as infracavicular lesions have an excellent prognosis.\textsuperscript{13}

*Early nerve repair provides the best chance of axonal regrowth in the case of transected nerve injuries or incontinuity lesions*
Because shoulder muscle function can be difficult to evaluate clinically, it is suggested that electromyography be performed after 3 weeks in the case of shoulder dislocation in the elderly with palsy or weakness. As could be seen in the reported case, the recovery of function was protracted but eventually good function returned only after 6 months. Intensive physiotherapy is essential to help maintain a good range of motion. A poor prognosis can be expected if motor function has not yet recovered at 3 to 4 months.

Brachial plexus injuries also occur in up to 60% of subclavian or axillary-artery ruptures associated with shoulder dislocation in the elderly. Some authors suggest that the brachial plexus should be explored at the initial vascular repair. This early nerve repair provides the best chance of axonal regrowth in the case of transected nerve injuries or incontinuity lesions.

**Peripheral nerve injury**
The most commonly affected peripheral nerve in shoulder dislocations is the axillary nerve. Peripheral nerve injuries that occur after shoulder dislocation increase in incidence as age increases. Most of these injuries occur due to stretching. Always be aware that a nerve injury can accompany a rotator-cuff tear, which in turn can mask the palsy. Sensory testing in isolation tends to be unreliable. Diagnosis should therefore also be based on weakness, delayed functional return, and electromyography results.

**Vascular injury**
The incidence of axillary artery injury occurring with an upper limb dislocation (shoulder) is 0.95% according to Sparks et al.

Over 90% of reported cases of vascular injury following shoulder dislocation occur in patients over the age of 50 years. These vascular injuries occur most often when chronically dislocated shoulders are reduced by closed manoeuvres. The most common site of injury is the third part of the axillary artery. Up to a third of reported cases occur in patients where there is a history of previous dislocation, which may suggest that previous dislocations cause the artery to be fixed by inflammatory tissue in the torn shoulder joint capsule that makes it prone to injury.

The triad of anterior shoulder dislocation, a reduction in amplitude of the radial or brachial pulse and the presence of an expanding axillary mass should be considered pathognomonic of an axillary artery injury.

**Associated fractures**
The greater tuberosity is an important component in the normal functioning of the shoulder as it serves as an insertion point for the rotator-cuff tendons, which in turn play a big role in stabilising and controlling movements in the shoulder. With displacement, the altered function of the rotator-cuff tendons can lead to a loss of shoulder abduction and strength.

Dimakopoulos and co-authors showed an incidence of 6.6% of greater tuberosity fractures in elderly patients with anterior shoulder dislocation. There is a difference of opinion in the literature on the outcome of nonoperative treatment with some authors, such as Neer, stating that fractures displaced by less than 0.5 cm will result in a satisfactory outcome, while others, like Olivier et al., demonstrate unsatisfactory outcomes in 31% of their patients using Neer’s criteria. Young and Wallace also showed that patients with fracture-dislocations progressed more slowly during rehabilitation and experienced more pain with nonoperative treatment.

We therefore agree with Dimakopoulos et al and feel that anatomic reconstruction of the greater tuberosity and subsequent rotator-cuff repair in this patient population allow for early passive motion and subsequent avoidance of tendon retraction, malunion and chronic pain.

**Conclusion**
It is clear that shoulder dislocation in the elderly patient is a complex problem with a wide spectrum of associated injuries and complications. Early and accurate diagnosis of these associated injuries can prevent long-term pain and decreased function in the increasingly active older population.
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**Second Notification of the AOSpine Course 2008**

**Gauteng 21–23 May 2008**

**AOSpine International** is part of the non-profit Swiss based AO Foundation.

Founded in Switzerland in 1958 under the name of “Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen”, the AO today represents the world’s leading knowledge organization in osteosynthesis.

AOSpine International is focused on improving the quality of medical service provided to spine patients through education, research, documentation, and communication.

Our aim is to foster a global community of spine specialists, who share the same values and desire: **that medicine needs to be science, academic and patient driven**.

The following AOSpine course will take place in Gauteng from 21–23 May 2008:

**AOSpine Basic Spine Course**

(Developmental trauma and degenerative disorders of the spine).

There are 60 seats available.

This course is primarily aimed at Registrars and Junior consultants

Please note that registration forms for all surgeons will be sent by the 14th March 2008.

Registration will be dealt on a strictly first come first paid basis.